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Product Product's details

Product name Tam Jai Term Deposit Account

Product type Fixed deposit account

Deposit period 7 - 365 days

Minimum and maximum opening deposit A minimum of 50,000 Baht, no limit on the maximum amount

Annual interest rate (%) *
7-30-day deposit period = 0.400% p.a.

31-60-day deposit period = 0.400% p.a.

61-90-day deposit period = 0.400% p.a.

91-120-day deposit period = 1.150% p.a.

121-180-day deposit period = 1.150% p.a.

181-270-day deposit period = 1.300% p.a.

271-300-day deposit period = 1.300% p.a.

301-365-day deposit period = 1.550% p.a.

(Interest rate as of 5 October 2023 which may be subject to change. The current interest rate can 

be viewed at www.krungthai.com.)

Interest rate details  -

Example of interest calculation  - 

Interest payment period At the deposit maturity

Main terms and conditions  - 

Terms and conditions for 

deposits/withdrawals/fund transfers, 

benefits, and other terms and conditions 

Each deposit must not be less than 50,000 Baht. Partial withdrawal of deposits is 

prohibited.

Interest rate in case of noncompliance 

with deposit terms and conditions

- Deposits with a deposit period of less than or equal to 30 days, if withdrawn before the 

deposit maturity, the Bank shall not pay the interest.

 - Deposits with a deposit period of 31 days or more, if withdrawn before the deposit 

maturity, the Bank will pay interest for the actual deposit period at the Tam Jai Term 

Deposit interest rate on the deposit date, during the deposit period with an interest rate 

lower than the actual deposit period specified and shall be subject to withholding tax on 

interest.

Example

1. A natural person customer choose a deposit period of 270 days, with an interest rate 

of 1.300 % p.a., but the actual deposit period is 150 days (interest rate specified for the 

actual deposit period is 1.150 % p.a.). The customer will receive interest in the case of 

early withdrawal that is lower than the specified interest rate for the actual deposit period 

which is 0.400 % p.a..

2. A natural person customer choose a deposit period of 270 days, with an interest rate 

of 1.300 % p.a., but the actual deposit period is 181 days (interest rate specified for the 

actual deposit period is 1.300 % p.a.). The customer will receive interest in the case of 

early withdrawal that is lower than the specified interest rate for the actual deposit period 

which is 1.150 % p.a..

Account maintenance fee
Free of charge

Account renewal upon deposit maturity

At the maturity of the deposit, if the depositor does not provide the conditions otherwise, 

the Bank shall assume that the depositor wishes to continue depositing into the Tam Jai 

Term Deposit account with the Bank using the same deposit period. The depositor shall 

receive interest rates and conditions as announced by the Bank at the maturity of the 

deposit.
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Product Product's details

Account opening channels The Bank's branches

Channels to contact service provider
You can contact us at any Bank branch nationwide or visit the website 

www.krungthai.com for more product details or contact Krunghai Bank Customer 

Relations Center at 02-111-1111 for preliminary details.

- Email :  Call.CallCenter@krungthai.com

- Other channels via Facebook / X (Twitter) / Youtube / LINE / Instagram

                                                 : By typing "Krungthai Care"             

Cautions
 - Other fees will be charged such as cross clearing house deposit/withdrawal/transfer. 

Please visit www.krungthai.com for more details.

Change of terms and conditions notice or 

other important notifications

 - If your contact information changes, please inform the Bank immediately at the branch 

office where you are using the service for prompt communication between you and the 

Bank.

- In the event of a change in fees related to the deposit account where the customer 

loses benefits, the Bank shall notify the customer at least 30 days in advance.

 - The deposit is protected by the Deposit Protection Agency for the amount specified in 

the law. At present, one depositor will receive the maximum protection of not exceeding 

1 million Baht from 11 August 2021 onwards.

Note: The Bank will pay interest on deposits separately in accordance with each deposit 

by referring to the interest rates announced by the Bank in effect on the deposit date. 

The Bank will continue to pay interest at the same rate until the end of the deposit period 

in accordance with the deposit conditions.

* Interest rates are subject to the Bank's announcements.


